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ACQUARIO A320
BY AIRJET DESIGNS
With studios in France and Miami, one boutique
design firm is focused on delivering beauty, luxury
and sophistication to airborne surroundings.
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irJet Designs is a boutique firm with a special niche in the design of private
jet interiors. Soaring to new heights with unrivaled luxury and comfort, AirJet’s

extravagant stylings of the Acquario A320 offers the ultimate in-flight experience.
Designed with a nautical and tropical interior scheme, the aircraft’s custom
furnishings, spacious cabins and unique features lend modern conveniences in the
air that one might find in an opulent penthouse condominium.
Inspiration for the cabin’s interior is taken from organic forms and shapes found
in underwater sealife, such as seashells, coral and fish. A coral motif made out of
polished metallic inlays is found throughout the cabin on the valance panels. In
addition, the seat styling evokes the idea of sitting in a mother-of-pearl round shell.
Taking center stage, the cabin’s aquarium edges both the dining and lounge areas,
and features several species of freshwater tropical fish.
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The furniture design is modern with clean, minimal lines and is complemented by a

color and material selection dominated by white Italian full-grain leather, zebrawood, white
Carrera marble and satin nickel trim. In the dining area, eight seats nestle around a large
marble table, while hand-tufted, wool and silk carpet mimics waves and water ripples.
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An elegant light fixture with a seashell shape and wave-like motif casts a luminous glow over the

lounge area styled with a large corner divan and two shell seats covered in a full-grain Italian leather.
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Cabinetry is clad in zebrawood while a see-through partition separates the bedroom and bath. For

the owner’s entertainment, a transparent OLED TV screen is integrated into the shower stall partition.

Elevating private air travel to the ultimate in
luxury, the Acquario A320 is designed to fly a group
of eight passengers with two VIP flight attendants in
unparalleled comfort. With amenities that include an
entrance area with galleys, a VIP lavatory, crew rest
area with storage cabinets, a forward facing seating
area, the dining section, a lounge, a private bedroom
and a bathroom with shower ... the sky’s the limit.
The AirJet team is composed of aircraft interior
design experts, with many years of experience,
working together to bring first-class aviation into the
realm of private jet travel to meet the specific needs
of its most discerning clientele. AirJet has designed
customized interiors for Boeing and Airbus aircraft,
as well as Gulfstream, Embraer, Dassault Falcons and
Bombardier private jets. For additional information,
call 305/908-1490 or visit www.airjet-designs.com. M
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